
www.cevacarcarrying.com.au

It takes special expertise and equipment to safely move cars, 
motorcycles, boats, farm machinery and other vehicles.

CEVA has been transporting vehicles all over Australia for more than 50 years.  
Our team is very experienced and we’re passionate about motor vehicles, so we 
will care for your precious asset just the way you would. And our modern fleet 
of specialised transporters helps make sure your vehicle is safe and secure, all 
journey long.

Whether you are a major vehicle manufacturer, dealer or importer, a prestige 
car owner, a media company or a person or family organising a relocation or 
holiday, CEVA knows how to make vehicle transport easy for you.  You can even 
track progress 24/7 through our website (www.cevacarcarrying.com.au).

That’s why we are chosen by many of Australia’s leading motor vehicle 
manufacturers, importers and dealerships, like BMW, Mazda and Subaru, as 
well as major removal companies.

Choose the service that suits your needs and budget to transport 
vehicles door to door, depot to depot, door to depot or depot to door:
• Standard – our regular pickup, drop off and transit service
• Priority – guaranteed delivery, and pickup and drop off times agreed to suit you
• Enclosed – fully covered transporters, for maximum protection and security
• RAPT – our special Race and Prestige Transport option, with equipment and 

service designed to take extra care of your race, prestige, luxury or classic vehicle.  

Whichever service option you choose, you can let us do the driving for you and 
know your vehicle is always in good hands.

Call 13 CARS (13 2277) to talk to our friendly, expert service  
team today.

LET US DO THE DRIVING FOR YOU
Specialised vehicle transport

CEVA Vehicle Logistics Depot locations:  Adelaide  |  Brisbane  |  Darwin  |  Melbourne  |  Perth  |  Sydney  |  Townsville
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VEHICLE TRANSPORT CHECKLIST

To make sure your vehicle is transported safely and securely, 
and to protect your warranty, please use this checklist before 
your vehicle is dropped off/ picked up and transported.

Working order

We need to be able to access and move your car during loading, shipment and 
unloading. If your car is non-driveable, we need to arrange this in advance.

Please tick:

	Car engine is working properly

	Battery is charged and secured (all fittings tightened)
	Tyres are inflated

	At least a quarter of a tank of fuel, but not much more

	All fluids have been topped up

	I have disabled any non-standard alarm or immobiliser (or I have prepared  detailed written 
instructions telling the driver how to turn off the alarm if it is triggered)

	I have all keys ready to hand over to the driver

Securing vehicle and loose items

Your car needs to be prepared so nothing will get broken or stolen during transport.

Please tick:

	I have removed all personal belongings 

	I have removed or deactivated all toll tags and/or parking passes or devices

	I have removed any dangerous goods

	I have removed or checked and secured all non-original accessories including weather shields, 
rear window louvers, removable ariels as well as any speciality items like fog lamps, ground 
effects or spoilers

	If the car is a convertible, I have secured the top thoroughly (if necessary, I have added a 
wind-resistant tarp for extra precaution)

CEVA has a policy of not transporting vehicles with personal or dangerous goods. 

Personal goods includes vehicle spare parts and those items that are loosely placed within the vehicle and which do not 
form part of the standard new vehicle when purchased, including: blankets, tools, boxes and cartons, electrical items, liquid 
containers, cans, compact discs, satellite navigation devices and portable music/video equipment. Please note, baby seats 
and capsules may be left in vehicles while being transported. 

Dangerous goods include all forms of ammunition, flares, firearms, and  flammable gases and liquids such as BBQ gas 
bottles, firelighters and aerosols.

If any personal or dangerous goods are identified at the time of drop off or collection, you will be asked to remove these 
items from your vehicle prior to transportation. 

Moving your car to Western Australia?

Western Australia has strict quarantine regulations to prevent the introduction of exotic pests, diseases and weeds found 
in other Australian states and territories. If you are transporting a vehicle to Western Australia, you need to make sure it 
is thoroughly cleaned before it is picked up by CEVA or dropped off at our depot. The vehicle needs to be completely free 
of mud, plant material and insects, including the windscreen, wiper well, grill and under wheel arches. You may be fined if 
your vehicle does not pass Western Australia’s quarantine inspection. For further details on Western Australia’s quarantine 
regulations see www.agric.wa.gov.au.

Drop off times at our 
depots is between 
8.30am to 4.00pm 
Monday to Friday,  

with the exception of 
public holidays.

To find out more, 
please call  

our expert service on 
13 CARS (132277)
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